Traffic Incident Management Responder Training

Required in all initial EMS Education Classes

Requesting Grant Funding

The Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Responder Training course was developed by responders and designed to promote consistent training that meets the following three objectives: Responder Safety; Safe, Quick Clearance; and Prompt, Reliable, Interoperable Communications.

Topics covered include:

• Dangers encountered by responders working in traffic
• Legislation and common response terminology
• Roles and responsibilities of responders and command, scene size-up reporting
• Safe vehicle positioning and scene safety
• Traffic management
• Special circumstances such as vehicle fires, hazardous materials, vehicle fluid spills, and crash investigations
• Clearance and incident termination

TxDOT offers Train-the-Trainer classes

• Class is offered once per quarter
• Contact David McDonald at 512-965-2515 or David.McDonald@txdot.gov

Several sources offer Face-to-Face classes

• Joe Kinkovshy with TEEX Central Police Academy at 832-858-0669 or Joe.Klinkovshy@teex.tamu.edu
• Ruben Camacho with TEEX at Ruben.Camacho@teex.tamu.edu

The TxDOT representatives listed below will either find a resource in your area or teach it themselves:

• David McDonald at 512-965-2515 or David.McDonald@txdot.gov
• Nicole Tyler at 940-937-7179 or Nicole.Tyler@txdot.gov

Proving Completion for Reimbursement

Coordinator fees will not be reimbursed until copies of the syllabus, sign in roster, and certificates from the TIM module are provided.